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Used by prescribers around the world, including: physicians, pharmacists, nurses, physician

assistants, dentists and medical transcriptionist, the Tarascon PharmacopoeiaÃ‚Â® 2014 Deluxe

Lab Coat Edition continues its tradition as the leading portable drug reference packed with vital drug

information to help clinicians make better decisions at the point of care. The Tarascon

PharmacopoeiaÃ‚Â® 2014 Deluxe Lab Coat Edition is an expanded version of the Classic

Shirt-Pocket Edition, containing more drugs, black box warnings, evidence-based off-label

indications for adults and pediatric patients, and additional tables. This reference also includes

typical drug dosing (all FDA approved), available trade and generic formulations, metabolism, safety

in pregnancy and lactation, relative drug pricing information, Canadian trade names, and an herbal

& alternative therapies section. Multiple tables supplement the drug content, including opioid

equivalency, emergency drug infusions, cardiac dysrhythmia protocols, pediatric drug dosing, and

much more.
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I've been buying these little books every year for over 20 years now. As a practicing physician, it is

one of two essential books I still use every day (the other one being the Sanford Guide to

Antimicrobial Therapy). Simply put, more drugs come out on the market every day, year after year,

and relying on my memory to recall the correct doses for every indication...well, I'd be foolish to



think I was that infallible. I have used other guides in the past, but I keep coming back to this one.In

past years I've even ordered multiple copies, since everyone always seems to be borrowing mine.

Drugs are grouped by medical specialty, then by class. Each drug also includes information on

metabolism and excretion, safety in pregnancy, safety in lactation, a symbol to flag if it is a DEA

controlled substance, relative cost per month or per course of treatment, other names of the drug,

and typical treatment regimens. This year I bought the deluxe lab-coat edition. It is significantly

larger than the shirt-pocket edition, but it has a little more information and a bit larger font size (not

that my eyes need it or anything...but, you know, it does make it a wee bit easier to read, now that

you mention it).

This book is great! I'm in PA school and sometimes struggle to remember dosing and indications for

some drugs. This is a great way to quickly look them up, especially if you don't have time to look

online. If you aren't sure what to prescribe for a certain disease, I recommend the disease edition.

This book will NOT help if you don't know which medication you're looking for. The book is a little

big so it may not be great for a lab coat, but depending on the size of your lab coat it maybe will fit.

At the very least, it doesn't take up much space so it would be a great desk reference for any

medical professional dealing with prescribing medications.

If you've had the pocket pharmacopia before, try this lab-coat edition - way easier to read, more

info, and not much larger than the pocket size. Awesome!

I have been buying the Tarascon series for years and have used them in my primary care practice

as well as Urgent Care and the Emergency Dept. I advise every resident and medical student to get

the Pharmacopoeia every year but also to get the specific edition for their rotations. These are my

first reference when on the go and have saved me many hours of internet searches! Please, please

don't stop printing these valuable resources!

If you want or need to know about rx drugs and otc drugs, this is the book for you . It is concise and

very useful if you work in a pharmacy or clinic, etc. I am a pharmacist and have used it often in the

hospital and in the clinic. May be a little too difficult to read if you do not have a background in

pharmacy or medicine.

I buy one of these every year to use in my practice. It is a quick and easy to use reference. The



book gets thicker and thicker each year, which means that there is more information to know every

year! This will keep you up to date!

Very helpful. I use it a lot at work.

This book was not exactly pocket size like the regular version, unless you mean takes up the entire

side pocket and in that case it is. Also doesn't include the mechanism of action of any of the drugs

which is unfortunate. The font is also larger which is what makes the book so much bigger. If it were

the same size as the regular version the book would probably be a much more portable size.
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